Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs) are deliverable products for which the new technologies of interactive electronic data presentations are used to access any part of the technical manual-descriptive text, to provide multimedia description of maintenance and troubleshooting procedures, or illustrations. The design of IETMs on the Web must face non-trivial problems, in particular the flexibility and the reactivity of the digital manual bounded to the behavior of the media. This paper presents an extension of object-oriented programming towards the constraint-based approach, showing how it has been used to handle spatial as well as temporal layout in order to assure continuous and synchronized visualization. The computational target is Java extended towards finite domain (FD) constraint programming. Embedding FD constraints within an object-oriented language such as Java makes it possible to use advanced software solutions for Web-based complex media manipulations.
Introduction
In many interactive computer applications, it is often desirable to support the specification and manipulation of relationships between objects. Imagine that we have drawn two rectangles and a straight line, as shown in Figure 1(a) . The rectangles have the same dimensions. Then, we want the line to be connected to the middle points of the right edge of the first rectangle and the left edge of the second rectangle. Numerous programs can perform this simple operation, generating the result shown in Figure 1(b) . However, when either the line or one of the rectangles is changed, the relationship may not hold any longer. This is the situation shown in Figure 1 (c), in which a dragging operation on a rectangle has been applied. To make the rectangles and the line being horizontally centered again, the centering operation needs to be repeated. Some programs support the specification of relationships, keeping automatically the relationship for us. A relationship that is specified explicitly between objects and is satisfied automatically by a program is called a constraint [1] . Constraints can express spatial, temporal or algebraic relationships. In the example of Figure 1 , we have imposed a spatial constraint. In interactive applications, constraints must typically satisfied continuously in response to user-initiated operations. The most common application areas of constraint-based techniques are:
Drawing programs [2] ; spatial constraints can be simply described as algebraic relations. User interface construction [3] ; graphical widgets need to be set up on the screen and connected by constraints. Simulation programs [4] ; simulations of physical laws need application of spatial and temporal constraints. Theorem proving [5] . The proof of theorems requires the handling of temporal constraints.
Constraint-programming languages are an important paradigm useful for representing and solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). This paper focuses the discussion on the constraint technology as an effective technology for constructing complex graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Because of the spectacular growth of the World-Wide Web (shortly WWW or WEB), the recent interests of constraint programming have been attracted by the study of direct manipulation techniques of Web graphical objects. Java takes an important role in these activities (a) (b) (c) thanks to its role for Internet programming. The essence of this paper is to describe an extension of the object-oriented model of Java towards finite domain (FD) constraint programming and to show how this extension has been used to handle spatial as well as temporal layout in order to assure continuous and synchronized Web visualization. To better experiment the benefits of this approach we apply the resulting Java programming model to the design of Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs). An IETM is characterized by the presence of new technologies for interactive electronic data presentations in order to better allow the user to access any part of a digital technical manual.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the motivation of this paper by correlating the problem of media synchronization with the current Web technologies. From this discussion we give prominence to a Java extension towards FD constraint programming. In section 3 we illustrate a general Web-oriented architecture designed for IETMs. Section 4 underlines the interest in merging the object-oriented paradigm with constraintbased resolution. In section 5 we deepen on the basic primitives that allow Java programmers to adopt a FD constraint programming style. To discuss the utility of these primitives in section 6 we illustrate the use of FD Java constraints in the design of Web-based IETMs. In particular we report how the constraints play a key role in the management of multimedia presentations of technical information. Concluding remarks close the paper.
Motivations
IETMs are deliverable products for which the new technologies of interactive electronic data presentations are used to access any part of the technical manual's descriptive text, to provide multimedia description of maintenance and troubleshooting procedures, or illustrations. Recent strong interest in developing IETMs around Web technologies is due to the immediate value added by the opportunity of sharing information [6] . The rich integration of multiple media increases the effectiveness of the IETMs when the system adapts the contents and display specifications to both the user profile and the system state.
Synchronizing multimedia on the Web is a difficult task. Currently three very recent technologies address this problem, SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) [7] , ASF (Advanced Streaming Format) [8] and HTML+Time [9] .
1. SMIL [7] can be considered as an Extensible Markup Language (XML) [10] based application. SMIL is a language able to schedule multimedia presentations where audio, video, text and graphics are combined in realtime. All the different media elements are referenced from the SMIL file, similar to the way an HTML [11] page references its images, applets, and other elements. As opposite to other formats (AVI or MPEG), in SMIL presentations the text is external to the presentation, increasing accessibility and making easier the work of other applications (for example Web search engines). SMIL is very attractive because it is a text-based language, allowing to create code on-the-fly using a database.
2. ASF (Advanced Streaming Format) [8] , is a rich o-o programming language, as opposite to a plain text-based markup language like SMIL. Proposed by Microsoft as proprietary format, ASF intends to replace the popular AVI (Audio Video Interleave) format, improving the support of local playback(CD-ROM, DVD), HTTP playback, and media server streaming. Its main goals regard storage and transmission.
3. HTML+Time (Timed Interactive Multimedia Extensions) [9] , has been submitted to W3C by the joint team Microsoft, Compaq and Macromedia. Its goal is to extend SMIL to the browser, without the need for any media server. In fact, HTML+Time extends HTML by adding a set of time-based attributes to its existing tag set. This approach should resolve one of the main drawbacks of SMIL, that is the fact that SMIL elements work in their own environment. By applying time attributes to an arbitrary HTML element, HTML+Time allows these same attributes to provide a powerful and simple means of describing the integration of the media element itself with other multimedia elements in the presentation. HTML+Time, being an extension to HTML 4.0, is based on plain text (as well as SMIL), and thus does not provide internal programming languages facilities, as opposite to ASF. While SMIL supports legacy browsers, HTML+Time needs the support of next generation browsers for interpretation.
The problem of media synchronization may be faced in its completeness by considering more abstract aspects related with graphical object management. The idea of performing an automatic design of graphical layout and visualization via constraint processing has been widely acknowledged by the research community [12] . First milestones appeared in the 60's with Sketchpad [13] and with the first widget [14] .
At the programming level, the major difficulty is the conflict between two ways of constructing programs: object-oriented programming and constraint programming.
Only recently, the synergy of Java [15] and constraint-based techniques [16] has revealed an interesting appeal especially for Web-based applications. In this regard, at least two different approaches can be distinguished, namely "linking" and "embedding".
1. The first approach consists of linking Java with an external constraint programming language: in this case, Java plays the role of an interface between the constraint engine embedded in an external system and the Web documents. PiLLoW (Programming in Logic Languages on the Web) [17] is an example of a possible high-level bridge between logic programming applications and the Web. In later parts of this paper, we show a Java constraints programming model usable in a client-server architecture. This allows the programmer to design more flexible constraint-based applications distinguishing the control activities runnable on the server from those runnable on the client. Since this approach does not rely on external application, there is no need of linking additional systems to manage constraint solving [18] , as opposite of [19] and [20] . 2. The second approach consists of embedding constraints in Java itself [4] . Java is then responsible for executing the constraint reasoning. As it is the case for any programming language, it is possible either to implement a constraintbased library customized for specific applications or to extend Java with new instructions enabling constraint reasoning. In the work discussed in [21] , a Web author as well a Web viewer can perform runtime constraint solving. An experimentation about the constraint approach to design complex graphical interfaces using Java can be found in [22] , where constraints are used to specify the desired spatial layout of Web pages. In later parts of this paper we show that it is possible to extend Java by embedding into it a general FD-level control flow concentrated in a small number of Java classes, without conceiving new constraint solver techniques. This approach allows the user to easily master the FD control mechanism, and stimulates further extension or specialization of the constraint solving mechanism according with more specific requirements.
To better introduce the reader to the issues related to constraint programming on the Web, this work presents an extension of Java towards constraint programming over finite domains (FD). The extension allows the declarative specification of constraints for the automatic display of contents over the Web. The proposal intends to be as general and flexible as possible, so that whatever the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is, the programmer may keep the Java programming paradigm. The design of the Java extensions has been accomplished to provide for: − a declarative specification of Web contents by using basic and simple constructs; − an easy integration in the Java o-o model [23] ; − an efficient execution (details about the constraint satisfaction issues as well as the implementation choices are not discussed in this paper since they are presented elsewhere [22] ).
A Web-based architecture for IETMs
The primary goal of an IETM architecture is to enable the acquisition and deployment of sharable and interoperable technical data in a network of distributed data sources and users. In this way, important benefits of IETMs can be obtained:
• User friendliness. An IETM allows the user to jump in any direction though the technical data, to move between different levels of detail and between completely different topics or external applications and databases.
• Frame rather than page oriented presentation increases familiarity and improves the presentation of technical documentation by reducing the overall cost of maintenance and training; • Shifting from paper-based to electronic-based documentation improves productivity and reduces costs of printing, storage and distribution [24] .
• The availability of a structured data model (i.e. the database of the product components), used as information source to create the visual representation (i.e. the manuals) enables a faster updating of the digital material.
• Portability/Interoperability (multiple volumes of documentation/technical manuals on a single computer and interactive on-line training capabilities).
An example of IETM can be found in [25] , in which the experimentation has been focused on building solution to manage electronic information about locomotive components, permitting maximal interoperability of technical information that, according with the user's needs is composed and proposed as:
• training session;
• decision Support System for troubleshooting diagnosis;
• information repository;
• hypermedia documentation.
The discussed IETM architecture is composed of three basic layers:
1. an authoring platform to effectively create and manage IETMs; 2. an infrastructure that provides the technology to distribute, manage and present these IETMs; 3. a system that allows an end-user to perform his job benefiting from sophisticated human-computer interaction, such as multimedia facilities.
The authoring system is based on different software components that help the designer in the specification of the architecture. Our design approach follows previous experiences dedicated to the design of open hypermedia authoring architectures (see [26] ). The software components that perform the constraint flow management are enclosed in the "Constraint Interaction Technique Libraries" (CITL). These provide a wide range of interaction techniques, driven by FD constraint resolution, to manage menus, graphical sliders, on-screen light button, etc. The role of the constraints is determinant: the relations among the graphical objects are maintained by the constraints, no matter how the objects are manipulated. CITL are based on a kernel constituted by a collection of primitive constraints (beside, under, over, equal, right-of, left-of, inside, and so on). Using this kernel it is possible to create more complex geometric constraints designed for graphical objects, such as rectangles, circles, text, trees, graphs, etc. The architecture runs in a distributed way, in an intranet environment. To support the server-centric choice we used the Servlet [27] approach. In fact, Java Servlets are powerful tools to improve efficiency and flexibility in the development of the server-side of Web applications.
The major gain in its use is essentially due to avoiding the length overhead of loading CGI or Perl interpreters for each incoming request: the servlet code together with the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) [28] remain resident in the Web server. Another important enhancement is the information hiding accomplished by the Java Servlet API on the underlying complexity of the Web server so to make easier the development of server centric systems. Furthermore, being Servlets written in Java itself, it possible to guarantee high level of portability and security, at least at the same level for client-side applets. In order to better clarify the difference between the CGI and Servlet techniques we give in the next two figures ( Figure 2 and Figure 3 ) an illustration of their basic functionality. The behavior of CGI is described in Figure 2 . CGI is an acronym that stands for Common Gateway Interface. This interface provides a bridge between the browser and the server where the document resides in order to communicate and pass information back and forth. Web pages are created "on the fly" based on information from buttons, checkboxes, text input and so on. Normally when a Web browser looks up a URL the following actions take place:
(1) the client contacts the HTTP server with the URL;
(2) the HTTP server looks at the filename requested by the client and then sends that file back; (3) the client displays the file in the appropriate format.
The CGI approach enables to set up the HTTP server so that whenever a file in a certain directory is requested, that file is not sent back but it is executed as a program. Whatever that program outputs, this is sent back to display. The programs are called CGI scripts. Primarily, this is done through the <FORM> tag. This attribute points to the location of a CGI script that will run on the server when the form is submitted to it. For a user with an account on an address "http://<server>", the action for a script might look like:
The server interprets the indication in the URL of the virtual directory /cgi-bin as a request to execute the program. The program is executed, and at the end of the operations returns to the server an HTML [11] document that may be composed onthe-fly if it has not already been created. This document is sent to the client. The behavior of a Servlet is described in Figure 3 . Java servlets are more efficient, easier to use, more powerful, more portable, and cheaper than traditional CGI and other alternative CGI-like technologies. The request originated from the client side is received by the server that executed the Servlet <servlet_name>. Once that the servlet has terminated its execution, the result is returned to the client-side. With Java Servlets, Web developers can create fast and efficient server-side applications in Java instead of using CGI and Perl. In fact, CGI was proposed in the early days of the Web where the typical situation was: a Web server receives a CGI request, it needs to start a completely different program, to allow the program to run, to allow the program to close down, and then to return the resulting text to the Web browser. If the page is requested several times, the overall effect is too expensive. Servlets are persistent, platform independent, and incorporate all sorts of advanced features including security, easy database access, and much easier integration with Java applets.
The most important differences (and benefits) of Servlet use with respect to CGIbased approaches can be so listed: § Platform Independence. Servlets can run on any platform without recompilation or rewriting. § Performance. Servlets only need to be loaded once. § Extensibility. Java is a robust, well-designed and fully o-o language. § Portability. Servlets are actually a subset of the Java Server API: this means that they are able to run everything from Web Servers to Network Computers. The platform is designed as a multi-tier architecture and it is organized in three layers:
• The Access Layer is used to build flexible interfaces based on open standards (XSL [29] , XML [10] ) through common web development environments.
• The Application Layer contains applications for specific tasks and operations.
Application developers have access to the services and data through Java Servlets.
• The Data Layer allows access into legacy applications or data sources.
XML and XSL are open standards recommended by W3C (Word Wide Web Consortium); their impact is not only on the access layer, but especially on the data layer. A brief discussion that explains their role follows.
• XML (Extensible Markup Language) [10] is a set of tags and declarations, as HTML is. In contrast with HTML, rather than being concerned with formatting information on a page, XML focuses on providing information about the data itself and how it relates to other data. XML differs from HTML in three major aspects: (1) information providers can define new tag and attribute names at will; (2) document structures can be nested at any level of complexity, and (3) any XML document can contain an optional description of its grammar for use by applications, that need to perform structural validation.
• XSL (Extensible Style Language) [29] represents an attempt to create a more dynamic and powerful notation for defining document style, and to augment the capabilities of the Cascading Style Sheets work (CSS1 and CSS2) [30] already in place at the W3C. XSL is a standard style-sheet language in which the author can indicate how to display XML data through a simple declarative programming style. Furthermore, because XSL syntax is XML itself, there is no need to learn a whole new syntax to I n t e r f a c e ( s e r v l e t )
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H T T P begin writing XSL style-sheets. The difference between CSS (Cascade Style Sheet) and XSL is that while CSS is declarative and not userextensible, XSL is primarily declarative and user-extensible.
Extending Object-oriented paradigm towards Constraint Programming
O-o programming [31] is a powerful and common model to support software design and specifically to construct interactive programs, thanks to its support for abstraction and modularity.
In o-o programming a system is modeled in terms of self-contained objects, whose internal structure is hidden from other objects. It is not possible to access directly the main internal structure of an object. Instead, each object in the system provides an interface i.e. a set of operations by which one can operate on the object. Objects co-operate each other to determine the dynamical behavior of the entire system. This kind of cooperation can conceptually be viewed as sending messages between objects.
The modeling of an o-o system requires a local view on the object in order to achieve well-defined behavior of the objects and make the code reusable [31] . O-o concepts are suitable for modeling reactive systems. In o-o programming, objects may change their state. Objects can be created dynamically at run-time. These notions together with message sending are useful for implementing correct response to external events such as those initiated from end-users. There are almost two dozen of major o-o programming languages in use today, but the leading commercial o-o languages are far fewer in number: § C++ [32] offers an easier transition via C, but it requires an o-o design approach in order to make proper use of this technology. § Smalltalk [33] offers a pure o-o environment, with more rapid development time and greater flexibility and power. § Java [15] is a mixture of C++ and Smalltalk. It is designed as a portable language that can run on any web-enabled computer; it is becoming the standard Internet and Intranet programming language.
The "constraint approach" to human-interface design is a trend that has reported an increasing interest because it is a natural way to declare and specify relationships to be respected among graphical objects. The study of CSPs was initiated by Montanari [16] , when he used them as a way of describing certain combinatorial problems arising in image-processing; it was quickly realized that the same general model was applicable to a much wider class of problems. The general problem has since been intensively studied, both theoretically and experimentally. The references [34] , [35] , [36] and [37] address general issues on this topic.
Formally, a CSP P is specified by a tuple
where − X is a finite set of variables − D is a finite set of values (the domain of P)
− Each pair R i (S i ) is a constraint.
A solution for P is an assignment of values from D to each of the variables in X, which satisfies all the constraints simultaneously. Thus, problems modeled by means of constraint satisfaction [34] are represented by a finite set of variables, a set of finite domains associated with the variables, and a set of relations (or constraints) that limit the values that the variables can take. The main idea behind a CSP resolution is to assign only a value to each variable if the value is compatible with all the constraints [36] . A large body of methodologies exists for efficiently solving CSPs [37] , [38] and [39] . However, three approaches are the most used [38]:
1. Generate-and-Test. In this paradigm, each possible combination of the variables is systematically generated and then tested to see if it satisfies all the constraints. The first combination that satisfies all the constraints is the solution. 2. Backtracking. In this method, variables are instantiated sequentially. If a partial instantiation violates any of the constraints, backtracking is performed to the most recently instantiated variable that still has alternatives available. Although this method is more efficient than the generate-and-test, its runtime complexity for most nontrivial problems is still exponential, due to thrashing [40] . The simplest cause is referred to as node inconsistency [41] . The constraint method illustrated in later parts of this paper follows the backtracking technique, even if we avoid some performances drawbacks thanks to a specific implementation strategy that minimizes the memory allocation [22] . 3. Consistency Driven. This algorithm uses information from the constraints to reduce the search space as early in the search as it is possible.
A wide variety of problems can be viewed as CSPs: the N-queens problem [36] , the frequency assignment problem [42] , many classical combinatorial problems [37] , the crossword puzzles [34] . Several programming languages use constraint satisfaction techniques to solve constraints that have been declared by the programmer. The advantage is the one typical of declarative languages with respect to procedural ones, i.e. cognitive simplicity. The challenge is to have an associated effectiveness and efficiency of the run time processes. In constraint programming, a system is modeled as a graph of constraints and objects. The constraints form the edges whereas the objects form the nodes in the graph. The constraints are used in CSPs to determine consistent state of the objects. Since the objects are related to each other through the constraints, changes on the objects and on the constraints normally have global effects on the entire system. Traditional constraint satisfaction algorithms usually operate on plain data-structures with all the variables directly visible. This is different from o-o programming where variables are hidden inside objects and cannot be directly accessed. In addition, traditional constraint satisfaction algorithms are applied in a way such that they take the entire set of variables. Small changes in the system are difficult to deal with using such algorithms. Thus constraint programming does not directly supports the description of reactive systems.
Finite Domain Programming and its basic constructs
A common idea behind a general constraint-based application is to design the solver as a black box that verifies the consistency of a set of constraints over a particular domain of interest. This choice determines a weakness in the flexibility and operational expressiveness of the system due to the rigid coupling of the constraint solving and a fixed set of predefined constraints. An alternative approach, namely glass-box (intuitively: transparent), was introduced by [43] for constraints over Finite Domains (FD). A Finite Domain is essentially a set of possible values (symbols, numbers) of finite cardinality. The constraints are expressed in the form of arithmetic relations, such as equations, disequations, inequations, and in the form of symbolic relations. The reasoning framework derives from the propagation and consistency techniques originating in CSP reported, for instance, in [16] , [36] , [41] .
The glass-box framework is based on a single primitive constraint, X in r, that really embeds the propagation mechanism for constraint solving over FD. As complex FD constraints (equations, inequations or disequations) are compiled into a set of X in r primitives, the constraint solving mode is expressed in a highlevel model, making the language expressive enough to introduce new user-defined constraints without a penalty in execution or development time. Briefly, in X in r, X is a FD variable and r is a range of the form t..t' where t or t' is either an integer, a constant (including the greatest value infinity) or, more interestingly an indexical term such as min(Y) or max(Z).The main idea is to translate higher-level user constraints into X in r expressions. As example, the constraint x=y+C can be translated obtaining:
or, equivalently,
Analogously, the constraint x>y can be translated into:
x>y ⇒ in(X, min(Y)+1, infinity); (3) or, equivalently,
A constraint X in t t' corresponding to the statement in(X, t, t'), will be activated whenever a variable occurring in its range has its value changed. So, the constraint expressed by (3) X in min(Y)+1..infinity will be activated each time Y sees its domain modified. The basic solving activity is performed by the tell operation consisting in removing impossible values of X, that do not belong to r.
Here we discuss this last aspect by proposing the implementation of the primitive X in r. For any variable X related to a constraint X in r we create an object belonging to the class FD_var. We give in Figure 5 the Java implementation of this class. Figure 5 . The implementation of the class FD_var.
As the reader can note, the class FD_var is characterized by two slots, Min and Max in which we store respectively the minimal and maximal values of the current domain of X. When a X in r constraint uses an indexical term on another variable Y, the variable X must be checked each time the domain Y is updated. In this case, for any constraint X in r indexing Y, the constraint X in r is added to the list ListDependance related to the variable Y, so that the constraints X in r inside ListDependance can be verified (the command solve(ListDependance) ). The condition L>U in the method tell represents the failure of the constraint as the order on the extremes is not respected (minimum overcomes maximum). In this case, the fail is performed by executing the exception Backtrack(). The control returns to the state of the computation where it is possible to apply an alternative.
The Class in
The definition of in class is made of two parts:
• the relationships among the constrained variables;
• the resolution of the constraints that reduces the domains of the constrained variables.
class in{ FD_var X; public void dispose() {} Public void solve() throws Backtrack {} … } Figure 6 . The class in
The primitive X in r is based on the definition of two abstract methods solve and dispose defined in the class in (see Figure 6 ): solve specifies the resolution mechanism of the constraint, whereas dispose determines the removal of the resources when a constraint is eliminated. For instance, the code related to the constraint x=y+c in the form (1) is shown in Figure 7 . 
The Class Constraint
The search of a solution is basically accomplished by the method resolve supported by the class Constraint (see Figure 8) . Two phases can be distinguished in the application of this method: the first one, called propagation, eliminates the values that do not satisfy the current solution by reducing the size of the domains, whereas the second phase, enumeration, sets values to variables not yet instantiated. This operation is executed whenever a fail triggers the search of an alternative solution.
class Constraint { … static public void resolve () throws Backtrack { … } public void dispose() {} public void solve() throws Backtrack {} } Figure 8 . The class Constraint Figure 9 shows the code related to the constraint x=y+c; it is based on the constraints C1 (given in Fig. 7 ) and C2 defined to treat the condition (2). and_solve(e 1 , e 2 ,...) is a control mechanism provided by the class Constraint. This method specifies that all the constraint e i must be solved. or_solve(e 1 , e 2 ,...) is used when at least one constraint e i must be satisfied.
FD Constraints for Spatial and Temporal Layouts
Now we can give in the Figure 10 the complete representation of the Web-level IETM. As the reader can note, the platform is designed as a multi-tier architecture where the Web document is built "on the fly", considering as basic format the XML standard, even though it is possible to produce documentation according to other specifications. An important role is played by the middle tier (Application Layer), composed of different applications skilled to perform specific tasks, as already mentioned for Figure 3 . In particular we underline:
• the "skeleton Interpreter", designed to recognize specific duties during the parsing of the intermediate document format (for instance SQL query) in order to call external procedures.
• The Decision Support System (DSS) module. This application performs automatic troubleshooting with a considerable gain in maintenance procedures .
• Constraint Solver. This is essentially a library of Java classes based on the FD primitives described in this paper and on other more complex constraints implemented in an incrementally, o-o way.
• Java Beans Solver is the module skilled to apply temporal control mechanism on the media, as discussed later.
In general, the possibility of designing continuous multimedia presentation on the Web is based on the existence of two components: a format for authoring synchronized multimedia documents and a support for the transmission of the document over the network. In the following, we focus our attention on the first component, and we show how it can be addressed by using FD constraints. The constraint multequal belongs to the class of non linear arithmetic constraints (x * y = z). § Line segment S is given by its endpoints S.p1 and S.p2. To guarantee that a point P lies on a line segment Ls it is enough that the length of the segment is the sum of the distance from P to each of the endpoints (Fig. 12) . Through an incremental software design of constraint primitives it is possible to implement complex constraint-based interfaces. Figure 13 shows an authoring module of IETM in which the user can select, edit and update the single parts of components. Figure 14 shows the screen during a working session. The right top side window displays the layout of the railway station. The layout shows some sensible components; clicking on these object the system visualizes the bottom left side subwindow that provides different information, such as on-line documentation, repair activity, and so on. In our example, the operator selects diagnostic support. This task is graphically supported by the decision tree shown in the right side of Figure 14 . The graphical arrangement of the tree is carried out by the client using data received from the server. This arrangement is done using FD-constraints that rule the graphical position of the nodes. Figure 15 shows the relationships used to generate a tree through FD-constraints. The code in Figure 16 shows the basic implementation; the Node class embodies two slots, namely X and Y, that belong to the class FD_var.
The father node must be located above the children nodes, in a central position.
Let n be the father and s i the children of n, with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The constraints that rule the position of the father are:
n.y = (s n .y + s 0 .y)/2 ⇔ center(n.y,s n .y, s 0 .y)
The rule to locate the children among themselves is:
The children nodes are vertically drawn thanks to the "father" constraints, whereas the "children" constraints handles the positioning of the node s i+1 so that the corresponding sub-trees of s i+1 and s i do not overlap. Considering the sub-tree with root s 1 in Figure 15 , then ymax(s 1 ) and ymin(s 1 ) provide correspondingly the FD_var Y of v 2 and the FD_var Y of the node p 0 (the minimum Y of any subtree). The drawing of the tree is executed through the preorder tree visit; in this way it is possible to compute in advance (before the constraint resolution) the variables ymax and ymin of each sub-tree. Figure 16 . Java constraints for a tree.
FD Constraints to specify Temporal Layout
A Web-based IETM that permits an end-user to perform his job effectively should take care of the synchronization of the different media. For specific technical information (description of mission-critical tasks, as repair and maintenance procedures) the need to synchronize the presentation becomes crucial. This problem has been solved by designing specific FD classes that enable to specify how media objects will be synchronized. These classes can handle the four basic categories of media objects:
• text : 2D objects in linear sequence;
• video: 2D layout + time;
• audio: time only;
• images: 2D layout. A media object is characterized by a start-time (ST), end-time (ET), and durationtime (DT). FD constraints are useful tools to provide a declarative scheme specifying synchronization properties for media objects. For instance, let x, y and z be three media objects.
• x.start gives the ST of x (the value is a date format (hh.mm.ss), ex. 14:23:04); • x.end gives the ET of x (the value is a date format (hh.mm.ss), ex. 09:51:59); • x.dur gives the DT of x (the value is a time format (mm.ss), ex. 02.38).
Thus, the statement x.start = min(y.end,z.end)specifies that media x can start only after the conclusion of the presentation either of the media y or the media z. In the same way x.end = z.end forces the two media to complete their presentation at the same time.
The implementation technique used to realize the synchronization framework is based on JavaBeans properties. JavaBeans [44] is the platform-neutral, component architecture for Java. JavaBeans allows developers to create software modules by putting together reusable components called "beans" that can later be composed together by a third party to create Java applications. Beans interact each other through properties that specify how objects, in our case graphical objects, are manipulated. Let us briefly focus on the beans properties.
Properties are aspects of a Bean's semblance and behavior that are modifiable at design time. More precisely, a property is a named attribute of a bean that is handled by getter and/or setter methods on the bean. The properties are introduced as "design patterns", i.e. specific rules when naming getter and setter method names. Sun provides the BeanBox approach as basic tool to support both the design-time mode (the beans are dropped into the BeanBox where the user can personalize) and a run-time mode, where all configuration details are hidden. The BeanBox is a simple but powerful mechanism to define interaction schemes between objects, but we aim to improve the communication mechanism that manages the properties between the objects. In fact, once bounded a property, if the user decides to change it, any object that is registered as a listener for that property is notified: the listeners may accept or veto the changing, but in any case binding two properties A to B, specifies that changes in the values A are propagated to B, but not vice versa. Thus beans properties act as constraints to rule relationships between graphical components and how components should respond to external events. The beans constraint solver is then responsible for solving these constraint relationships, but its ability is restricted to straight-forwarding constraints, not in back-forwarding properties. We aim to solve this drawback by extending the beans properties towards bi-directional interaction between media thanks to the FD constraint model. − The synchronization engine is provided thanks to three new classes added to JavaBean: − media_I to handle a flow of images diffusion; − media_S to treat the sound; − media_t to manage text display.
In Figure 17 we give basic issues of the implementation choices taken to implement the above classes.
class FDVTIME extends FD_var { ... } public class media extends Applet implements Runnable { private String Startequal =""; private String Startsup =""; private String Startinf =""; private String Endequal =""; private String Endsup =""; private String Endinf =""; private FDVTIME start= new FDVTIME(); private FDVTIME end= new FDVTIME(); private FDVTIME dur= new FDVTIME(); Figure 17 . JavaBeans extension towards temporal media synchronization
The fields Startequal, Startsup, Startinf, Endequal, Endsup and Endinf belong to the type Properties. These slots are useful to define the constraints to apply at the starting (ending) of the media. These slots will contain a symbolic or textual value that specifies the synchronization activity of the media (media_name.start identifies a media media_name and a constraint on the triggering of the media via the method setStartequal).
The resolution of the temporal layout constraint takes place in different phases of systems. During the authoring phase, the designer provides the constraints by declaring the synchronization relationships. The constraint engine then solves the constraints by returning the set of correct values; this is used by the designer to specify the media object behavior assigning the obtained values to the slots start, duration, date. Hence the system is verified and once balanced it can be versioned. At run time, the constraints that maintain constrained variables are executed whenever a constrained variable must be verified: this allows a transparent control mechanism that guarantees the agreement of the synchronization rules among the media objects. Figure 18 shows a snapshot of a system developed to assist technical operators in maintenance procedures. The left side panel depicts the steps of the maintenance procedure. The right side is used to show a video. The behavior of the video has to be synchronized with an audio accompanying the presentation.
Concluding Remarks
Integrating multimedia objects into a Web synchronized multimedia presentation is a difficult task.
The case study discussed in this work is very different from the previous technologies. It is different from SMIL and HTML+Time, since we do not need to define new standards based on XML or HTML. Considering ASF, the model discussed here is not proprietary, since it is completely based on an extension of Java towards FD-constraint programming. As a testimony for the expressiveness of constraint-based languages in real application, currently different research groups are active on the liaison between Java and FD constraint programming. In most of the related works on Java, constraints and the Web, reported in the literature, we notice that the "real" solver is implemented outside Java, often in Prolog. Within such an architecture, the Java program is converted into a program executable on this solver, and the obtained solution is returned back to the Java program, to be used for a GUI (Graphical User Interface). Constraints are used to specify the desired layout of Web documents, as also the behavior of embedded applets. Hybrid architectures are always conceptually harder to be used correctly, because they require the programmer to be familiar with different models of the underlying abstract machine. This is also the case of CSP solvers based on Java and Prolog. When the constraints to be satisfied are in Java applets, the interdependencies between the solver and Java are even more relevant, while in a hybrid architecture the user has a limited access to the constrained variables and to the solver. Therefore, we believe that a software architecture such that constraints are first class citizens of the programming language not only simplify the programmer's cognitive load in the design of applications, but also allow to model run time interdependencies in a natural way. In this paper any FD constraint is an object and the state of the constraint solver is directly accessible from the state of other constrained objects. In a real size application we have also described how to use the model to implement graphical and temporal dependencies in the generation of layouts for IETMs in the form of Java constraints associated to a Java CSP solver.
